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Don’t Read Homework Like You Read a Magazine. 

Reading for pleasure is often done passively, without the need to organize the 
elements of a writer’s work or, more importantly, your responses to those elements. 

Passive Reading:  reading done without an active, critical mindset.

Active Reading:  using techniques to more fully engage with a text. 

For college writing, it is your interpretation of literary works that drive your essays.



What a writer means or intends to mean in a work can be interpreted different ways 
by different people, so meaning is important because it can be the bridge to a work’s 
theme.  

Keep Your Focus on the Meaning 

When it comes time to write your essays about literature, it’s your own interpretation 
of the theme that’s important.

• Theme: the key concept of the work, your interpretation (what does the 
story mean?).

• General Topic: the general subject of a work (objective, just the facts—what 
is the story about?).



The best way to read actively is to annotate.  Annotating is simply writing notes 
in the margins of a literary work as you read.  

The Benefits of Annotating:

• Annotations help identify key elements to consider as support for your 
interpretation.

• Annotating will help you interpret the theme more efficiently.

• Annotating will save you time since you have to read a work fewer 
times to access its theme and locate support for your claims.



Here is what annotating looks like:



There is, though, such a thing as bad annotating:

http://homologue.wordpress.com/2008/11/02/flat-stanley-and-utensils/

Try not to overdo it and further confuse yourself.  



Helpful Hints for Annotating:

If you've annotated well, you can simply go back and read your notes to help 
gather your thoughts on the work’s theme and start formulating support for your 
claim.

1.  the topic (brief, simple summary—what is the subject of the work?)

3.  supporting details (evidence from the work, scenes, characters, dialogue, 
     symbols, etc. ) 

2. your interpretation (what is the theme of the work—what does the work mean?)

There are key points to look out for in a passage.  These 3 key elements to 
comprehension are:



Strategies for Active Reading:

1.  Always read with a pen or pencil in hand!

2.  Use that pencil to annotate.

3.  Listen to what you're reading.

4. Identify important elements and respond with ideas for why they are important. 

5. Question elements of the piece - what they mean, how they contribute to theme.

6. Look up words you don't know immediately.



The Four Stages of Active Reading:

1.  prep (access prior knowledge – read any questions you will answer)

2.  read (annotate)

3.  re-read (annotate)

4.  review (further develop your own responses from your notes)



Yes, read it twice.

Just like listening to music or watching a movie, the more often you hear 
or see it, the more of the fine points you absorb. 

Think about listening to a song. Do you really hear and understand all the 
lyrics the first time you listen to it? 

The same goes for reading. You miss a lot the first time you read something, 
so reading again always helps clarify the work’s theme. 

At least.
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